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POLYPH-ASE PULSE COMPRESSION WAVEFORMS

INTRODUCTION

Pulse-compression techniques have been recognized for some time as a means of obtaining
sufficient average power on targets for detection, while retaining a desired range resolution with
neak-power limited radars. In radar practice, waveforms having a constant amplitude are usually
4enerated to obtain maximum transmitted signal power. Under these conditions, a constant-ampli-
tude pulse of length T can be compressed to a pulse of length r by phase modulating the signal so
thaiý the spectral bandwidth is approximately equal to 11r. The resultant pulse compression ratio p
is then equal to Ti r or TB, where B is the bandw"Idth which is equal to 1/T. This phase modulation
is commonly achieved by a linear fmn, or chirp waveform where the phase varies quadratically wit!,
time so that thle instantaneous frequency varies linearly with time. The frequency spectrum of the
chirp signal is near'y rectangular with a width B, and the compressed pulse is approximately equal
to the Fourier transform of the frequency spectrum.

The resultant sin tit pulse has large time sidelobes which are capable oi masking a nearby
weak target and therefore a weighting, such as the Taylor weighting, is generally applied to reduce
the side' be levels 11,2 1. These wveights symmetrically r-educe the amplitude of the rectanguiar
spectrum at the edges of the band and result in lowver s~delobes. A weighting applied to the received
waveform results in a mismatch which causes a loss typically on the order of 1 to 2 dB in the output
peak-signal to noise ratio. Also the pulsewidth of the compressed pulse is widened.

Another c-ommon pulse-compression waveform is the biniary -phatse-coded wave'form where the
carriter is modulated by 0' and 180' phases. P'seudo-randoitmI b~inary sequences may he generated by
using shift registers and, in generail, the best. binary pseudo-random sequences have it peak sidviohle
level which is down from the main resp~onse by A factor of p. 1'ese codes aire useful where a thumb-
tack ambiguity surface is desired.-The doppler res~ionse of these codes is generally PC-or, and mul-
tiple doppler channels are required over the ranige of expected doppler returns.

Complemnentar-y codes. generally consist of two binary sequences which are comnbined after
pule omipres.-ion and result in low sidelobos. I lowever, thtese codes likewise have a poor doppler
response and are, not j'enerally useful in ra dar because of the iw-ecl to separ-ate the two codles in

fritetuecy, time, or polarization to perinit them to be 0mnpre&,vA wimprately, I'his separ. tionca
cou~se dtcorreiation by radar largets. or d&stibuted clutte~r and preveint c~anctllation of the side-
lobvs oi the combined comprefised pulse-s.

POLYPHIASE COlDl-S A.\) DIGITAL I. lSE OPUV ~ O

Adv~antage%

Tlwr polyphase-coded waveformis dntcus' .-d in thiL4 tepc-- offer many advaltagme over analog
P~uL-Cm errsson %VaetornL. 'I'lic-e advantages include the ability to achieve low,&izlerlobes with, at
Weighting. although vveighting can 1w appliod eastly to achirve -.till lower sidelollws. Algo, the po~ly-
phase codled waveforms are. f a) reilaively doppler toleant; 01b easly imiplemntcied (c) havi- no

N~nv-rip %,bmsts-d ugw 27.19S



KRFTSCHMER AND LEWIS

reflections, as there may be in acoustic delay lines; (d) relatively insensitive to phase errors; and
(e) enjoy the advantages of digital processing. These advantages include reliability, reproducibility
and compatibility with other digital signal-processing functions, such as moving-target indicator
(MTI) and pulse doppler. The use of digital pulse compression allows the digital MTI to precede
the digital pulse compressor without requiring multiple A/D and D/A conversions. Also, placing
the MTI before the pulse compressor reduces the dynamic range requirements of the MTI.

Equivalance to Analog Processing

In this section we denote by ai the complex (I,Q) baseband samples of a received uncom-
pressed pulse having an intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth B. The complex video bandwidth
is B/2 and it is assumed that samples are taken every 1/B s. Recalling that the optimization criterion
leading to the matched filter maximizes the output peak signal to average noise power ratio S IN
which is given by 2E/No, [2] it v, ill be shown that digital processing achieves the same value for
SPIN.

For the digital case, the peak signal output power at the matchpoint is given by

S k2

where k is a constant. In the above and following summations, the index ranges from 1 to p. The
output noise voltage of the matched filter is

n k aIni (2)

where n, is equal to the complex value of the ith noise sample. The average noise power in the signal
envelope is then

i,, k a,* aI n5.n:I (3)
a j

For complex, ,ero-rncan, band-limitmd white noise, the coofficients are uncorrelated for a
sampling interval 7T equal to 16:V and Eq. (3) bxconivs

"Then :mt•¢ ,mAcm of intcret may he computed by considering the narmowiland repree•tation

for the IF nouc wave-orm x f) gu*en by

"x1 1) - nit) 0 cos W nQ(t) pn wo f

2
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where it, and nQ are slowly varying independent Gaussian noise processes; nj and nQ have 0 means
9and equal variances o2 02 which are also denoted by C 2 . The average noise power is

a 2 = (,2.U2)/ 02

=KToFB=NoB, (5)

where K is the Boltzman constant, To is the standard noise temperature, and F is the noise figure.
Also,

Irni12= 2 +0 2 =2a 2 =2NOB. (6)

Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (4), the average envelope noise power is

In 2 = k2No ifail2 (7)

and using the relation that N is equal to one half of the envelope noise power computed in Eq. (7),
we have

- .. . . . . (8 )

N NOB

From Reference 3,

Eia,iý' 2BE

so that

Sp 2K

N No

Is In 5grie•-l•ett with the rit '

"Nte, that nijhough ,he rio S;, Is the "mr for the analit and dijwtal comprrsed wd.f-,
•:~~~ lb ;.}iobes wr, g-nlt-r-,Ally difffer-hit

TIlE FRANK -T YIlYPlIA SE-CMOTI) WAVEFORM AND A COMPARISX)N
Willi OMlER WAVEFORMS (4.51

S4 It will be shown thai thie lhms of thOw Erank-cdm-d %-avefornms ar, t,, iesm as the approlm-
atly Sarnpled ha.- of l xtep-chirp wavefukrin. These phases are shown to be the bame u.Iie
Stg-rring i h.-,'.s oif a dIt.crte Formier Irast.fori i)FTh. which mrans that tjhi code can hwe gernimtWJ
effiriently or comprese..;d by uming a fast Founter transform : '}T'1

3



KRETSCH! ,•ER AND LEWIS

The doppler properties of the Frank code are similar to those of a step-chirp waveform and the
Frank-coded waveform is more tolerant of doppler than the pseudo-random binary codes or Lhe
nonlinear chirp wayforms [i]. The doppler response of the compressed Frank-coded wave•orrn is
down approximately 4 dB, like the binary code, when the total accumulated phase shift due to
doppler across the uncompressed pulse is u. The binary-code response continues to decrease with
increasing doppler shift, while the Frank-code response increases to nearly full amplitude for a
phase shif• of 2u. The Frank-code response is cyclic with troughs oct.urring at odd multiples of 7r
and with peaks occurring at multiples of 2• phase shift ac•oss the uncompressed pulse. This was not
recognized in the publisher literature [1,6] since the doppler cuts were taken at much larger dop-
pler intervals. The cyclic nature of the Frank code doppler response can be easily compensated to
further improve the doppler response.

it is later shown that ;7or a Frank cod," consisting of N2 = p phases, the peak sidelobe is down
from the main response by a factor of (pTr2). The best pseudo-random shift-register binary codes

have peak sidelobes that are down by a facto• which approaches p so that the FraDk-code wave-
forms nave lower peak and rms sidelobes than the binary codes. This means that, in a distributed
clutter environment, the clutter received via the Frank-code-waveforrn sidelobes is less than that
received via the binary-waveiorm sidelobes.

The sidelobe level of the Frank code decreases with increasing pulse-compression ratio and low
sidelobes are achieved without weighting. However, a further reduction in the sidelobe level can be
achieved easily by weighting. In contrast, the chirp sigxml is generally weighted and there is an atten-
d•mt loss in S/N and widening of the pulsewidth. This section of this report concludes with a dis-
cussion of polyphase-code sidelobe reduction techniques and the sensitivity of polyphase codm to
pt.a• errors.

Frank- t'olyphase-Coded Waveform

The Frank-polypha.•-ctxled waveform may be described and generalized by considering a
hypothetically sampled step-chirp waveform [ 4 ]. The Frank code was not o•ginally describt•J in
thi• manner, but W•L• given m ternm of the elements of a matrix [ 7 ]. As an example, consider a
four.frequency stt.•p-chirp waveform m• d•own in Fig. I(b) where the f•'s denote frequency tones. In
t• waveform, tht' frequency steps art, equal to the rt•ciprocal of the tone duration 4re, where r•
denotes the compre•a•l ptllst, width. A•ummg this waveform b.• been beat to b•hm•d I and Q
using a •ynchronott• oscillator having a frt*quency the ,ame a.• the first tone frequency, the. re•lLat;t
phm•e-vs.time characteri.•tic c o•ista of four linear •ections • shown on Fig. I {a). The corrt.'•pondh•
ba.•eband frequenci•.• are the .*ubhannonic, of tile resiliency 1/rc. If the ba•ban'J pha..¢es of tile
step-chirp wavefonns art- •,ampled every re s and held for rc s. the pha.• •qttlent'e s.howt'i in
Fig. l(c) ts obtainc<l. "IqlL• scquetxce of pha.€• co•tituten tile phases of a Frank code for N • 4, cor.
respondml to tile four ba•elmnd frequenci• of tlw hypotht, t•cal st,•p-chirp waveform. The ,ctuid
Lra•srnitt•l Fra•k-codrd-waveform corals of r, carrier whose plmse is modulated according to the
indwated |•eband wavefonn •equence. For each freqtwn•-, or s•t•on, of the step-chirp •fl•as•
charactenstw, a pha.•" group con.el, ling o• N pha.•e sample, t.• ohLainrxl and the total number ot code
I)ha.•.s l.• N3 whwh • equal to tile puke.comp-.c*.•on ratio. Note that tile ph•e iticl•nlt-'il• wiLlain

the four plta.w groul.•s are 0". 90•, 180• and 270°. t|owcaer, the ph•c• of the la.•t grime are arab|g-
"" " uou• t•"lS0"• ) and app•,a.r a.•, 90" ph-•e v•er.s or as the conjugate of the Fl tlroup of pl,,•ses, which

corresponds to the lower radeband of Fl . TIw last k'roup el" p}•.•e, appears, l•'<'aase of the amb•g
utty. to complete" one 360" eounterclockwue rotation rather tl•.n ti•e (N - 1 | rotation., of Lh•, trod
f.'•guency of the st,•-clu."p wa•form.

g .
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The FYank-,code phase may be stated mathematcally am follows. The phase of the ith code-

element in the At phase grWorp at a.bemn fequwcy, is

where the index irsnict from I to~ N fo, each of the values of jranging~ from 1 to N. An example of

Fa tnk-code pulse genqeiation for N - 3 13 showni in Fig .Th rnk-oehas ethsa s

the negative of the stetwing phasft of ana N point OFT' where the jth rrequetacy coefftceit is:

where a, is the ith complex anput tamie ý.anAuet. This me-mis that a cottudem~e sawinf: in hairwirr

can 1w, zwhaered hy mang the effiriency of an YFT.

IIIC MatChed f\1Te oudtpult for an N 10 or I00-O.eknatt Frank code ts show-n ina Fig. .-~nit
fi-ir Ad the following figures %howing the corn rr'sd pu*kse were ohtasned by saMpling the Input

hwwhanid wtrveform onre PC.- C"-!C- ýIrtiint or Ix-r recivro-al bandwi'Ith unl..ss stated otherwise.

I n}a dasiwtte-tinir matchs'd WWte the oultput signal is allo a dmasc -ti.me tar~npl0,d signal.
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However, for ease of plotting and viewing, the points were connected by straight lines. The four
sidelobe peaks on each half of the match point (peak response) are of equal magnitude. The first
peak sidelobe at sample number 5 in Fig. 3 occurs as the last phase group having - 360 phase incre-
ments indexes halfway into the first phase group of zero phase vectors in the autocorrelation
process. In general, at sample number N/2, there are N/2 vectors adding to complete a half circle.
The end phase group indexing into the first phase group of 0Q vectors makes an approximate circle
since the phases of the last phase group make only one rotation as stated previously. The peak
sidelobe amplitude may be approximated by the diameter D of the circle from the relation,

Perimeter = N = iD (13)

or D = N/f . (14)

At the match point the amplitude is N2 so that the peak-sidelobe to peak-response power ratio R is

N'V
R - =N21r2 . PTr. (15)

(N/g) 2

For a 100-element Frank code, this ratio is approximately 30 dV as shown i Fig. 3.

Had the phases of the polyphb•se-coded waveform been generated by using the phases of step-
chirp phase characteristics sampled at 1/5 of the interval used for the Frank code, the oompressed
code would appear as shouwn in Fig. 4. In this figure, five samples are equal in time to ont qample
in Fig. 3. Not- in Fig. -1 that the near-in sidelobos are approximately 13 dBi and that the envelope
of the sidelot"v pv-aks is approximately that oa a sin xlx pulse. "Ie 13-dR sidelobe-. also appear for
an oversamplinj, of 2: 1. Also note that the compressed pulsewidth in Fig. 4 hvas not dec-reased since
it s dete•r&ited by the underlying handwidth of the Atep'Chirp waveform.

A comparison b•twet'n the Frank code and a -'good" binary cQdc may be made by referring to
Figp. 5 and 6 which have similar pulse-comapre-won ratios. Fg. 7 showi a com ;ion of the

O , J,

'.Z iZII i,
-" o i'is !itjillg •S :.
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mfnolhnr mehid for ic-dmurin the "ur4s at nr-tgtec y Snnian1 : and .%ckrfnYd j91
T-henu ap;xroa4ch was fri r-Tlxrh) thei phase'ý of a firank cawir by t&c-irrh meict-A& tan4d ;in tjnilwrt'

autcotr-at onbti~ton acschcx-d ,sng: tbrtr rr-jilatx ;trIrtumrh-d wavc-r -4rm. Ohl- 1w .sdelabes.
fo-r a 100 etemcent "(c-d we-rv rccuc-ed ;from 50 t-u mnintey3 dii-
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The shortcomings of the preceding techniques are that the doppler responses are not quite as
good as the Frank code and that the filter cannot be implemented using FFT efficiency. The most
effective method that has been found for reducing the sidelobes is achieved by simply weighting the
output frequency ports of the FFT compression filter. Any of the recognized weightings can be
used in this manner. Fig. 8 shows the results of using a cosine-on-a pedestal (of 0.4) weighting on
a 100-element Frank-coded waveform. The peak signal is reduced as shown but the loss in signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N) is small.

Doppler Response of Frank Code

A partial ambiguity function for a 100-element Frank code is shown in Fig. 9 which shows the
amplitude in dB of a matched-filter output for given doppler shifts of the input. The doppler is
normalized to the signal bandwidth and the delay axis is normalized to the uncompressed pulse
length. The vertical scale ranges from 0 dB to - 60 dB, and the - 30-dB sidelobes for 0 doppler are
evident. A front view is shown in Fig. 10 where the sidelobes are plotted down to the -30-dB level.
The normalized doppler shift of -0.05 shown in this figure corresponds to a mach-50 target for an
L-band radar having a signal bandwidth of 2 MHz. The first doppler cut shown in the literature [6]
is taken at this normalized doppler and the resultant high-peak sidelobes have perhaps discouraged
usage of the Frank code. The region shown between 0 and mach-5 doppler and a delay interval of
+0.3 is of interest, and it is shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 11. In this region the doppler
response is good in terms of the sidelobe levels. At the doppler shift of - 0.005, or more generally
S1,(2p), the total phase shift across the uncompressed pulse is 7r and the peak response drops approx-
iinately 4 dB. At this doppler, there is a range-doppler coupling of 1/2 of a range cell with the
result that the signal splits between two range cells. At a normalized doppler shift of -0.01, oz in
general lp, there is a range-doppler couplirng of one range cell resulting from a total phase shift of
27r radians across the uncompress2d pulse, and the main peak response is nearly restored to full
amplitude as shown in Fig. 9. This effect is cyclic and an approximate loss of nearly 4 dB is en-
countered when the total phase shift due to doppler is an odd multiple of 1800. This also occurs
for the binary code except that the response is not cyclic and it monotonically decreases with fre-
quency. Moreover, the troughs in the doppler response of the Frank code can be easily compenmated
by using an additional channel having a phast compensation of 1800. Also, it has been found that

Fig. 8 - Cornpr,.i.sd pul, or weigLhted Frank rdt.

•II W 15 P*
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30.
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Fig. 11 - Ma.nified ambiguity digrcam of 00-elneme't Frank code

that the use of weighting improves the sidelobes and reducýes the variation in the mainlobe peak in
the presence of doppler.

Figure 12 shows the output pulse for a 100-element-Frank-coded waveform having a doppler
shift of -0.005 or a total phase shift of ir across the uncompressed pulse. Figure 13 shows the effect
of weighting on receive. In addition to the reduction of the end sidelobes, the mainlobe width has
been reduced. These aspects of doppler compensation techniques are discussed in more detail in
Ref. 10

Error Analysis

Computer simulations were performed to determine the sensitivity of the polyphase codes to
phase and amplitude errors. The two types ot errors considered were raadom errors in I and Q and
quantization errors in I and Q) which are encountered in A/D conversions.

Random Errors

Two types of random errors were considered as shown in Fig. 14. In each case independent,
uniformly distributt errors in I and Q wero generated over an interval 1x. For the first type shown
in l-ig. I14(a), the error r was determined by letting x be a given pircentage of the nominal I or C
value for each code element phasor. The resultant vector is denoted as ERt The other type of errot

* shown in Fig. 14(bl wa.s gcneiated as explained above, except that x was specified as a f,.N-t
error rather than a percentage of I or Q. In this case, the resultant vectnr is defnotAd by EA. in deter-
mining ER and LA, the nominl signal amplitude is assumned to be unity.

Monte Carlo siniulatons were performed to determine the effect of the relative and absolute
errors on the peak and avorage sidclobws of Frank codes with p'iLse compresion ratios of 256 and
6-4. Tllie results for p = 25t; are shown in Fig. 15 with similar resulLs obtaining for p - 64. Each
point, other than for zero Pi:or, was obtained by taking an average of 100 compressed pulses to
comr ute the indicated peak sidelobe and average sidelobe levels. 'l1w errors were assumed to occur
oo either trzansmiioi or reccptia but not iA•h. -7e re-ults of this simulati n indmate that the

12
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sidelobes are not sensitive to the errors. For example, for the absolute error case, an error distribu-
tion of ±0.10 results in approximately a 2-dB average degradation in the peak sidelobe and a 1.2-dB
degradation in the average sidelobe power.

Quantization Errors

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations previously described indicate the robustness of the
polyphase codes to random errors. To quantify the effects of quantization errors, computer simula-
tions were performed. The average and peak sidelobes were determined for a symmetric A/D
characteristic having the phase and amplitude specified within the accuracy of the quantization
levels determined by the number of bits (including sign). Compression ratios of 144 and 36 were
considered in the simulations, which did not include noise. It was assumed that the errors were due
only to the A/D converters and that the matched-filter phases and amplitude were perfect. The
results are shown in Fig. 16 where each curve exhibits a knee. The knee location is seen to vary
the most between the p = 36 and p = 144 peak sidelobes. The general conclusion reached from these
results is that the polyphase code is relatively insensitive to the number of bits beyond a certain
number. Other considerations, such as dynamic range, may dictate the use of more bits than indi-
cated in Fig. 16.

NEW POLYPHASE CODES [4,5]

Effects of Bandlimiting Prior to Pulse Compression

A Frank-coded waveform is depicted in Fig. 17(a) where the GK'S denote the phase groups
corresponding to the sampled phases of a step-chirp waveform as previously discussed. Each group

40 p 144

36

p4144
32 -PEAK SJDCLOKE

210

0 2 4 t a to iz

Fig. 16 -- rank-polyphaw code, All)
quanization Qmti
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Fig. 17 - Effect of bandlimlting before
pul4s compewmou

conmists of N vectorn beginning with a vector at a phase angle of 00. The phase increments within
the Kth group are

3600
A N -K N...(16)

Thus Go consists of N vectors at 00, Gt has vectors separated by 3600/N until at the center of the
coded waveform the phase increments approach or become 180' depending on whether N is odd or
even. For phase increments greater than 180', the phases are ambiguous with the result that the
phasors of phas~e group G;,.. K are the conjugates of the phasors of phase group GK so that the vec-
tors have the same increments but rotate in opposite directions. hlie result is that the phnse incre-
ments are small at the ends of the code and become progressively larger toward the center of the
code whmer the incretnents approach 180* from opposite directions.

It a receiver is des••ned so that it has an approximate rectangulart bandwidth corresponding to
.1 the 3-dlB bandwidth of the reccived waveform. the received waveform becomes bandlimited a:d a

rnismatch occurs with the compres-sor. ThDs handhmiting would orinally occur prior to sampling
in tie All) conversion proc,.es in ord(,r to prevent noiw foldover and aliasing. The result of any
bandlimiting L% to average (or smooth) the vectors con.tituting the coded waveform, and for the
Frank code. a weighting WM ) such w; ilhustrated in Fig. 174a) takes plare clue to the larger phase
incremenis toward the middlc of the codcr. his weighting causes an uafavorable mnimatch with the
compressor which results in a degradation of the sidelobes relative t. the pxeak respone..

16
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New symmetrical codes have been found which have the common property that the phase
groups with the small phase increments are at the center of the code and the larger increment
groups progress symmetrically toward the ends of the code. This is illustrated in Fig. 17(b) where
a favorable amplitude weighting resulting from pre-pulse compression bandlimiting is shown.

P1 and P2 Polyphase Co.: .-

The two new polyphase codes which tolerate bandlimiting are referred to as the P1 and P2
codes. The P1 code was derived from use of the previously described relationship between the
Frank-code phases and those of a sampled step-chirp waveform. The desired symmetry, having the
dc or small incremental phase group at the center of the code, can be achieved by determining the
phases which result from placing the hypothetical synchronous oscillator at the center frequency
of the step-chirp waveform. For an odd number of frequencies, the synchronous oscillator fre-
quency corresponds to one of the waveform frequencies and the resultant phases are the same.2 as the
Frank code except the phase groups are rearranged as indicated in Fig. 17. If there is an even
number of frequencies, the synchronous oscillator fiequency placed at the center frequency does
not correspond to one of the frequencies in the step-chirp signal. The phase of the ith element of
the ith group is

0j'j =-(ir/N)(N- (2j"- 1)][(j- 1)N+Q - 1)], (17)

where i and j are integers ranging from 1 to N.

An N = 3, P1, code is given by the sequence

0 - 21/3 -4v/3 0 0 0 0 2w/3 4w/3

which can be seen to be a rearranged Frank code with the zero frequency group in the middle.

'TIhe P2 code, which also has the desired features, is similar to the Butler matrix steering phases
used in antennas to form orthogonal beams. Thve P2 cowde is valid for N even, and each group of the
code is syrmmetric about 0 phase. Tile usual Butler matrix phase groups are not symmetric about 0
phase and result in higher sidelobes. For N even, the P1 code has the same phase increments, within
each phase group. as the P2 code except that the starting phases are differnt. Thei th element of
the ith group of the P2 code isf N- 1[ .

r (IN)( - 1)] [N * 1 - (18)

where i and j are integerm ranging from 1 to N as before. Tlhe rnquirement for N to lie even in this
code stems from the desire for low aut-ocorrelation sidelotxs. An odd value for N results in high
autocorret-•io, sidelols.•.
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An N = 4, P2, code example is given by the sequence

01,1 92,1 03,1 04,1 @1,2 @2,2 03,2 04.2 01,3 02,3

+97/S +3w/S -3w/8 - 9/S +3w/S n/S -it/B -3r/S -3/S -/7/S

03,3 04,3 1.4 02,4 03,4 04,4

+7r/8 +3r/8 - 91r/8 - 3wr/8 +3wr/8 +97r/8

This code has the frequency symmetry of the P1 code and also has the property of being a palin-
dromic code which is defined as a code having symmetry about the center.

The ambiguity diagram of the P1 code for N odd is identical to that of the Frank code. For N
even, the ambiguity diagrams of the P1 and P2 codes are similar to each other and to that of the
Frank code.

Simulation of Precompression Bandwidth Limitations

The effect of a restricted bandwidth in the IF amplifiers and the I,Q detectors preceding
analog-to-digtal conversion and compression of the phase codes was simulated on a digital com-
puter. The various codes to be compressed were over-sampled by 5 to 1 and sliding-window-averaged
by 5, 7, and 10 to simulate the precompression bandwidth limitation. Only the results for the
sliding-window average of 5 samples are presented here. Similar results were obtained for the other
cases. The compressor phases were matched to me input phases which existed prior to ovar-
sampling. The resultant oversampled and averaged waveforn was then sampled every fifth sample
beginning with the first sample and sent to the compressor. To account for take time-of-arrival
variations, the sliding-window average for the five-sample case was taken starting 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0
over-sample-periods ahead of the first received code element and sample correlation functions were
developed for each case. Note that a match condition occurs for the latter case and otherwise a
inismatch occurs.

The results of this study revealed that precomprission bandwidth limitations were similar to
amplitude weighting the frequency output ports of the digital filters in the compressor when the
symmetrical P1 and P2 code.. were employed and time-of-arrival variations were taken into consider-
ation (Fig. 18L 1lowever, thivs was not the case when the Frank code was prcwes-sd (Fig. 19). For
the Frank coded waveform, the bandwidth limitation did not affect the tic group and had little
effect on the highest frequency k-ode group since it Ls the conjugate of the frequency code group
clo'st to the dc term. As a consequence, precompression bandwidth limitation did not drop the
far-omt sidelobe causied by the tdc goup indexing into the highest frequency filter and vite versa.

Comnparison of the sidelobes between tlhe - 30 and 40-1B lines of Figs. 18 and 19 shows that,
for each corresponding tune-of-arrival case. with the exception of the match condition 0howvn In
Part (c) of rarh figure, the sidelohe.- of the P2 code are lower than the Frank code. while the cor

responding pe.k values are the Lasw-c.

We in' ution at tf '.s point that although a sliding.window average wa-as used to simulate the band
hnlitation effects in thisi report. ,imijiar rescults would be expected for any other xandlihnting filter
since the s;;delohe reduction is due to the smoothlng effect of the filter.
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The average loss of the peak signal values shown in Figs. 18 and 19 is the same for both the
Frank and P2 codes. Some of ihis loss can be attributec' )the passband limitation while the remain-
ing loss represents the loss due to time-of-arrival variation or range cusping. The passband limitation
loss is due to the loss of the signal power contained in the sidelobes of the signal spectrum. The
thermal-nioise contribu Lion is aldso reduced by the bandlimiting and is the- same for each code in
Figs. 18 and 19 which acco'mnt for signal only. It is important to note, however, that the symmetrical
P1 and P'2 code sidelobes drop mture than the peak due to precompression bandwidth limitation
the sidelobes of the Frank code drq not drop at Pll. This results in lower sidelobes in the new codes for
the same -signal-to-noise ratio loss due to the precompression bandwidth limitation.

APPLICATION OF POLYPHASE CODES

The polyphase codes discussed in this report may be used wherever- pulse compreszion is needed
and her th aniciate dople-to-bandwidth ratio is less than approximately I/(2) corre-

sponding to a range-doppler coupling of 1j2 oi a range cell. This doppler extent would ippiv to
many search-radar and radar-mapping applications. These polyphase codes have much better dic--
pler tolerance than the binary cedes and have lower sidelobe levels.

I he polyphase codes may be efficiently implemen4 --d to provide large pulse compression
ratios, with normalized peak sidelobes given by 1I(pir2 ). Thie achievable compression ratiu isý pri-
marily limited by the signal bandwidth, whlich impacts on the A/ D sampling rates and th-ý digital
circuit speedsi. The polyphase pulse compressor does niot biecome less efficient for long-4LAration
waveforms a5 the analog acoustic delay-line compressors do.

For odd N, the P1 code-, which is tolerant of precompression bandlimiting, can be itwole-
mented using FFT 'technology. Tnis results in a ,:onsiderrblrc hardware savings for large p andI allows
the compression of different putsewidths usinug the samne proces'sor.

The use of digitail processing %,, compresis the polyphasue codt-i is compatible with digital NITI
and pulse.-doppler pros-essing. A\s mien' jond vrcmviously, the digital MTI cani precede the digitAl puilse
compres~sor to reduice the dynamic range requirements of the MTJ withiout the needi for multiple
AllD and Di A conversions.

SUMMARY

Ilhe properties of Frank polyphasecoe hav-e been inlliatdi deaakil 31nd eXtMInded. It W=s
shown how the Frwm)k code c;,n he. conceptually derived by appropri-at-elysampling a stlep-chirp wave-
form and how the Prank wnd new poilyphasie codos art' usefu! for dojpper-to-bandwidtli ratios less
than Aj!osmilately I1 !(-P). IMppler compens-ation techniques were ptr sntc-4 to improve the per-
formance1" (:.f the poyphase Codes. Also it wkas found that the polypiuue codets- are not very nsi"Ve
to amwlmtudic and phse errors.

New polypha.;se codes were deseribed which have more tolerancte Lo precomprcstion bwud-
luniting than the Frank codes. Thie pre-ornpr-esson bandlimnititig acts xs a weighting on the Frank
codes%, w.hich increas-es The %idelobe levels relative to the peak. The i~rnl~e ieoelevels of the
new codces are reduced by the effec-tive wesghting caused by 1pwrtcomression bandlimiting.
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